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Problem Statement

Type checking

• Lack of memory management in unsafe programming languages
such as C/C++ has been introducing significant threats to the
applications.
• It has been shown that defenses such as ASLR and DEP can be
bypassed by motivated attackers[1].
• Control Flow Integrity (CFI) is introduced to enforce the
application’s control flow to adhere to the statically generated
Control Flow Graph (CFG).[2]
• The effectiveness of CFI depends on the ability to construct an
accurate CFG.
• Type checking only allows control transfers if the types of the
caller and the callee match [3][4].

• Type checking, indeed, faces numerous practical
challenges for deployment in C and C++ such as type
collision, type diversification and covariant return type.
• There are some types such as void * that can be
matched with any other type.
• Resolving collisions requires global type diversification
which complicates dynamic loading of libraries and
separate compilation.
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